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Teaching Phonics

In 2006 Sir Jim Rose completed his independent review of the teaching
of early reading. The review report provided clear recommendations on
what constitutes 'high quality phonics work'.

The 'simple view of reading'
The Rose Report makes a number of recommendations for the teaching
of early reading.
It makes clear that there are two dimensions to reading – ‘word
recognition’ and ‘language comprehension’.
High-quality phonic teaching secures the crucial skills of word
recognition that, once mastered, enable children to read fluently and
automatically. Once children are fluent readers, they are able to
concentrate on the meaning of the text.
The ‘simple view of reading’ shows that both dimensions are necessary
to achieve fluent reading. However, the balance between word
recognition and language comprehension shifts as children acquire
secure and automatic decoding skills and progress from ‘learning to
read’ to ‘reading to learn’ for purpose and pleasure. The ultimate goal of
learning to read is comprehension.

Phonics: Key concepts and skills
Concept 1
Sounds (phonemes) are represented by letters (graphemes)
English is an alphabetic language – unlike Chinese, for example, where
whole words are represented by characters.

Concept 2
A phoneme can be represented by one letter (grapheme) or by a
group of 2 or more letters. (e.g. ‘sh’, ‘igh’, ‘eigh’)

Concept 3
The same sound (phoneme) can be represented (spelt) more than
one way.
cat
kennel
choir

Concept 4
The same grapheme (spelling) may represent more than one
phoneme
mean – deaf
crow n – flow n
field – tried

Key skill 1 – blending
Merging phonemes together to pronounce a word
In order to read an unfamiliar word, a child must attribute a phoneme to
each letter or letter combination in the word, and then merge them
together to pronounce the word.

Key skill 2 – segmentation
Hearing individual phonemes with a word.
e.g. “crash” has 4 phonemes – c-r-a-sh
In order to spell, a child must segment a word into its component
phonemes and choose a letter or letter combination to represent the
phonemes.

Blending and Segmenting are reversible skills

The sounds of English
British spoken English is generally reckoned to use 44 sounds, or
‘phonemes’.

Glossary Of Terms
Phoneme
The smallest unit of sound in a word and can be represented by one or
more letters e.g. d-o-g, c-r-a-b, sh-o-p, sh-ee-p.
Blending
A blend of letters is where there is more than one letter but individual
sounds can still be heard e.g. sp, cl, tr.
Blending is the process of sliding the individual sounds to make words.
For example sounding out d-o-g and sliding the sounds together to make
‘dog’.
Digraphs
A digraph is a sound made up of 2 letters such as ch, ee, sh, oo etc
where the individual sounds cannot be heard separately. Children
should see the digraph as one sound and not individual letter sounds.
Segmenting
The opposite of blending-where the children have the whole word and
have to break it down into individual sounds.
Tricky words
Each phase has its own set of tricky words. These are words that cannot
necessarily be sounded out but have to be learnt by sight. It’s similar to
children learning to recognise their name-most children know how to
read their name just by looking at the shape of it-they rarely need to
sound it out, even from a young age. Tricky words are similar; they need
to recognise the shape of them to read them quickly.

